Abstract
１ Introduction
As was observed in Goeman et al. (2008) , some Dutch dialects have a deviant possessive pronoun inflection in kinship terms.
(1) a onze knecht our-infl servant.masc b ons vader our-ø father.masc
The difference in inflection between onze 'our' in (1a) and ons in (1b) cannot be attributed to gender as both nouns are masculine nouns. １ The suggested dimension seems to be that masculine kinship terms show this "subtractive effect", as Goeman et al (2008) call it. Goeman et al, however, leave open the possibility that it is a phonological effect, as a voiceless plosive in (1a) might have a different effect on a preceding schwa than a voiced fricative in (1b). Moreover, they notice that onze vader is not a very appropriate word to elicitate, as it is also used as a fixed, and possibly deviant, phrase in a well-known Christian prayer. In this study, we show that this effect is not an artifact in these words but occurs systematically in some (but not all) Dutch dialects. Moreover, we argue that it is not a semantic effect but a morphological effect that only holds in 3-gender dialects. This paper has two parts. In the first part we report our 2012 research on the morphosyntax of possessor truncation. This is given in section 2-4. It was the basis of our semantic study on fake indexicals in Dutch presented in Postma (2012) . In section 5 we add some theoretical considerations on the -th-morpheme in response to the account given in Scholten (2015) .
２
The data
In the introduction we have given some data from Goeman et al. (2008) on possessor trunctation. Goeman et al. do not exclude the possibility it is a phonological effect. We made a more systematic investigation of the effect.
To preclude phonological effects, we focus on possessive inflection in words with sonorant onsets. Secondly, we avoid the prayer effect by considering the MAND elicitation of mijn vader 'my father' and compare it with another masculine noun with a sonorant onset, such as mijn mond 'my mouth'. If the word mond has not been elicitated in the corpus, which occasionally occurs, we used the word hond 'dog', which has masculine gender as well. Typical forms in Northern Dutch are given in (2) and (3). The code in brackets is the Kloeke code of the location.
While there is no difference between the possessive inflection in mond and vader in the dialect of Bellingwolde (Groningen province) in (2), we observe that there is an inflectional contrast in the dialect of Eibergen (Overijssel province), given in (3): the possessive pronoun has a truncated form in the case of father. The effect is also present in Southern Dutch (i.e. below the river Rhine): some dialects display the truncation effect, others don't. Typical forms in Southern Dutch dialects are given in (4) and (5).
To make the effect a bit concrete, I give the situation for Limburgian (Kerkrade dialect, Q121p), taken from MAND. The Kerkrade dialect has three genders (masculine, feminine, and neuter). In ordinary nouns, the possessor shows gender agreement as given in (6).
Instead of the expected minge vader 'my father' and ming moder 'my mother', we encouter forms as in (7):
(7) a. mi vader 'my father'
b. mi moder 'my mother' c. mi kink 'my child'
These masculine and feminine nouns display the form mi that we normally see in neuters, cf. (6c,7c). ２ We refer to this reduced form mi instead of minge/ming as the "truncated form". We may asssume that truncation also occurs in neuters, despite the fact that it is not visible in the Kerkrade dialect. In the dialect of Grubbenvorst, for instance, where feminine nouns and neuter pattern together in possessives (min deur 'my door', min hemd 'my shirt'), both truncate to mi N in kinship constructions: mi moder 'my mother' and mi kind 'my child'. Not only is the pronoun without inflectional suffix, the final consonant of the root, e.g. the n-part of the singular possessor min/din/sin is truncated. Similar effects when the possessor is plural or feminine ('our', 'your.pl', 'their', and 'her') , although the truncation is less obvious. The question is then what the nature of this truncation is and what triggers it. It only occurs in kinship terms. So it might be a semantic effect of encoding some anthropological dimension. It occurs in masculine, feminine, and neuter nouns, albeit not always visible in the latter.
The other question is in what dialects the effect occurs. To that purpose, we made an exhaustive dialect extraction from the MAND database, which dialects had possessive truncation in these two masculine words (given in appendix 1, cf. datasheet) and projected them in a dialect map.
３ The results are rendered in (8).
(8)
The dialects can be classified in four groups. There are dialects without any effect, for instance Eelde in Drenthe, that has [mĩmˑɔñt] and [mĩvoː̞ də], underlying /min+mond/ 'my mouth' and /min+vader/ 'my father'. These dialects are indicated with the horizontal dashes. These mainly occur in the North and the West. For a part, reduced contrast is to be expected in the North and the West, as these dialects have less inflection in nouns. Furthermore, there are dialects that clearly have a distinction between possessors of kinship and possessors of other nouns. These come in two types: there are dialects that drop an inflectional morpheme before the kinship term, as illustrated in (3), (5) and (7) above. These mainly occur in Southern Dutch, but also the Twente dialects near Germany, north of the River Rhine, belong to this class. These are indicated in dark squares. The other type encompasses dialects that have an effect in the sense of phonological reduction from a full vowel to schwa, i.e. some segmental material of the possessive root was truncated in the kinship term, e.g. Aalsmeer that has [mai ̲ n mɔnt] versus [mə faːdər]. In these cases, a pho-nological reduction effect is a possibility, but it might also have a morphological status. These dialects are indicated by grey bars. Finally, we have a small set of dialects that replace the word vader 'father' with another term such as pa and pap 'dad'. Lexical replacement of the cognate of 'father' systematically leads to loss of the opposition. ４ These are located in the South and form an enclave in the area with the truncation effect (indicated with black dots). We, therefore, suggest that these dialects have had the opposition, but started to use a new lexeme, which for some reason blocks truncation. As we will see, these new nouns do not belong to the appropriate nominal class.
３
Possessor truncation and gender
For most Dutch dialectologists, the cartographic pattern in (8) is familiar. It follows an important isogloss in the Netherlands: the isogloss between the 3-gender dialects in the South/ East and the 2-gender dialects of Holland and Frisia. The dialect map below is taken from Van Ginneken (1925), cf. (9) . The dashed areas are the dialects with three genders (in indefinite noun phrases).
The similarity with Map 8 is striking. This could mean that the possessive truncation in kinship terms correlates with a morphosyntactic property that is related to the masculine-feminine gender opposition, which has been lost in the North. This leads us to think that the truncation effect is a morphosyntactic interaction between gender and possession, rather than with some anthropological dimension. One should, however, notice that the similarity of the truncating dialects isogloss and 3/2-gender isogloss is especially due to the inflectional type (dark squares). It might mean that the effect is only visible in dialects with sufficiently rich morphological systems. Rich inflectional systems correlate with the 3-gender system, as inflection is what encodes gender. If we, however, take also the (phonological) reduction effect into account (yellow bars), the similarity between the maps is still present, but much less strong. Finally, there is a second sociological demarcation that parallels this line: a religious border between predominantly Catholic and the predominantly Protestant areas. The map is given in (10). Notice that the map only displays the Netherlands. The entire Belgian space is left out as it is predominantly Catholic.
(10) The correlation of possessor trunctation with religion might be an argument for an anthropological explanation: the family structures in the Catholic areas might be distinct. This parallel is quite striking indeed, but it correlates less strongly with possessor truncation than the morphosyn-tactic gender dimension. So we conjecture that, although it is possible that possessor truncation might encode some anthropological feature and family relations in certain societies, it is more probable that possessor truncation is a morphosyntactic phenomenon.
４

Possessor truncation diachronically
Possessor truncation is a poorly studied phenomenon. It is briefly mentioned in a few dialect grammars: Bezoen 1938 , Pauwels 1958 , De Schutter 1966 , De Schutter & Nuyts 2005 without providing a synchronic or diachronic account. For that reason, it is difficult to study it dialect-geographically and diachronically. Fortunately, we have Winkler's Dialecticon, which includes the Parable of the Prodigal Son for a representative set of Dutch and Low German dialects. In the Parable the words 'father', 'son' , and 'brother' occur various times: 'father' 5-10 times, 'son' 3-5 times, 'brother' 1-2 times, dependent on the wording of the texts. Moreover, this parable was elicitated again by Scholtmeijer in 1996. This makes it possible to study possessor truncation diachronically. Curiously, truncation does not occur in all kinship terms. The word 'son' and its cognates is typically excluded. In this section we study the behaviour of 'son' versus 'father' and 'brother' in 6 Limburgian dialects. ５ We do so for two time points: 1874 and 1996. The data (given in appendix 2, cf. datasheet) are summarized in (11). So while 'brother' and 'father' only occur with the truncated form, 'son' only occurs with the fully inflected form. This is the situation in 1874. Hundred years later, in 1996, the effect is weaker, but still present (cf. 13 on the next page). In 'son', the truncated inflection is still absent, but 'father' and 'brother' migrate to the 'son' class. It seems that 'brother' is more sensitive to this than 'father'. But whenever 'father' is replaced by the new form pap, it migrates to the son-class as well. This has happened completely in the town of Sittard. Notice that intervocalic /th/ has often been dropped giving rise to vajer and broor. In the case of 'father/mother/brother/sister/daughter', this dental morpheme is historically a morpheme denoting kinship (Philippa 2003 (Philippa -2009 and might still play a role synchronically.
６ If we lump the etymological -th-forms together and oppose them to the form without -th-, 'son', we get a correlation table in (12) The cross table implies that possessor truncation significantly correlates with the etymological presence of the -th-morpheme in masculine kinship terms (p-value < 0.00001). So if the morpheme -th -is really the cause of the truncation, reduction of the morpheme by intervocalic glide formation or deletion must have been still synchronically productive. Hundred fifty years later, the opposition of untruncated possessors and full possessors in kinship terms in these Limburgian dialects still exists but it is subject to erosion. In many cases, 'father' and/or 'brother' have migrated to the son-class. The dialects of Roermond and Weert retain the original situation. In Maastricht, 'father' has joined the son-class, in Stamproy and Venlo 'brother' ([broor]) has joined the son-class, while in Sittard both 'father' and 'brother' has joined the son-class. This dialect has lost the phenomenon altogether. It did so, by replacing vader 'father' by pap 'dad'.
５
The morphosyntactic status of the th-morpheme
We are left with the circumstance that a specific set of nouns (some kinship terms) in Southern dialects have deviant possessive inflection. The ruling dimension cannot be the extra argument in 'father' (as Scholten 2015 assumes), since mam, pap or other two-place predicates like ontvangst ('reception', masc) or overwinning ('victory', fem) do not participate in possessor truncation. It cannot be the kinship dimension as such, since not all kinship terms show the effect ('son' does not participate). It cannot be gender, as 'son' does not participate while 'mother' does participate. The only way to describe this special class of nouns is by assuming that they establish a separate nominal class. In view of the observed correlation with the -th-morpheme, it is attractive to identify this nominal morpheme as a class marker in the sense of Bernstein (1993) and Picallo (2005) .
７
Class markers have a relation with the D-domain, which hosts the noun's referentiality. Schoorlemmer (2009) contrasts Romance (plus West-Flemish), which have systematic class markers, like /-a/ in Italian la bocc-a 'the mouth', with Germanic (minus West-Flemish) which are, Schoorlemmer assumes, without class markers. Schoorlemmer reserves a distinct label for class markers (WM) and the determiner (D). While in Romance class markers ８ merge immediately to the NP-root as word marker (WM) in (14a), this function is taken over in Germanic by the D projection (14b), external to the nominal domain. A second difference is that D agrees with the class marker WM in gender in Romance, D is remerged in Germanic. ９ Schoorlemmer's two configurations are given in (14).
１０ (14)
The difference between the two structures is, however, not so extreme as suggested by the labeling. In both cases the referential role is inserted low, i.e. below the adjective (AP). The difference is only whether the referential role, which we systematically label with D, is inserted 'late', i.e. after closure of the NP phase as in (14b), or 'early', i.e. before closure of the NP phase as in (14a). If it is inserted before closure, the low D can get joint spellout with the noun. If it is inserted after closure of nP, the lower D retains its phonological independence and is sensitive to DELETE after movement. １１ If we indicate the NP-phase level with nP (Svenonius 2004 , Bošković 2008 , Guisti 2015 , we get the structures in (15ab). The fact that the two structures are closely related, makes it probable that the distribution over the two language types, Romance (plus West-Flemish) on one side and Germanic (minus West-Flemish) on the other side, might be less categorical. There is no apriori reason why Germanic would not have the structures of type (15a), or Romance the structures of type (15b), under the asumption that the variable insertion point of D, low or high with respect to the NP phase, is an option of UG. Now, as we concluded above, the Dutch dialects with possessor truncation do have (at least) one class marker: -th-. This has the shape of the Dutch determiner de and the fact that it is spelled out together with N indicates that it is inserted in the spellout domain of N, i.e. it is realized in the "Romance" structure (15a). We assume that D is in the first projection above NP, which is nP. This is a combination of the Romance strategy using agree in (14a) and the Germanic strategy of having D inserted at the slot of the class marker, as in (14b) taken from Schoorlemmer (2009) . (16) Now what is the -n(e) part in mijn/(dijne)/sijne in the possessor system in West Germanic? It is this part that is tructated in kinship terms. If we identify this -n-part with the determiner, we can unify the two strategies in Dutch under the assumption that remerge of low D always takes place and that the difference is captured at the spellout level: a high spellout of the D-chain in mi-ne zoon 'my son' and a low spellout in mi vader 'my father', as represented in (17). (17) Evidence for the empty morpheme in zoon 'son' and other masculine kinship terms comes from the fact that they take the deviant -s plural inflection: zoons. S-plurals typically occur in Dutch with nouns that end in an -el/-er/-en suffix. If we analyze this as [zoon-ø-]s with an empty class marker, we understand the deviant -s-plural. Other masculine kinship terms comply to this pattern, such as broers 'brothers', neefs nephews, ooms 'uncles', but not feminine kinship terms: nichten/*nichts 'niece', nor in the regional/archaic snaren/*snaars 'sister in law'.
Evidence for the relation between -n(e) and D in kinship terms comes from Italian. As is well-known, kinship terms in Italian, such as padre 'father', madre 'mother', sorella 'sister', fratello 'brother' drop the determiner (Alexiadou 2003 , Penello 2002 , Cardinaletti 1998 , Giusti 2015 Schoorlemmer assumes that this is cross-linguistically the case. What is special about Swedish is that the lower copy is not deleted. The reason is that hus has incorporated into -et. Since the DELETE operation needs a sufficient lexical integrity (in this case of of -et) to execute (Nunes 2009), the necessary condition for DELETE is not met after incorporation of hus into et: huset. The higher copy -et cannot be deleted either as it incorporates into the d-morpheme, which is base-generated high (d-is not part of the article in Swedish, which is -en/-et). A double spellout is the result. In Dutch the article itself includes the d-morpheme. In ordinary cases, the lower copy is deleted. However, in special cases where the noun incorporates into it, the lower de copy cannot be deleted and gets spelled out. This strongly suggest that the -th-morpheme in Dutch kinship terms is the referent, that it is generated low, and that it is remerged into the D-domain.
As long as mi does not incorporate into the higher D copy, the higher copy can delete while the lower cannot, because N has incorporated into it: it lacks sufficient lexical integrity for the DELETE operation. r], from vader to vaar, etc., or in the case of lexical replacement of vader by the loanword pap, the lower copy ultimately deletes and hence it has become impossible to leave the higher copy without spellout. The nouns now participate in the construction of (22b). The two other logical possibilities are standard Dutch (double spellout) in (22c) and, finally, no spellout (22d), which is ungrammatical.
There is semantic evidence of a lower copy of the referential index in kinship terms. As was noticed in Scholten (2015) , kinship terms behave deviantly in NP-coordinations. While coordinations of other animate nouns have only one referent, of which the two nominal predicates are predicated as in (23a), kinship terms give rise to a dual reading, illustrated in (23b). The contrast in behaviour of such NP coordinations indicates that ordinary animate nouns have their referential role external to NP, and hence external to NP coordinations, while kinship terms derive their referentiality from inside the NP. This referentiality is hosted in low D. We hypothesize that the differences in kinship terms between the various Dutch dialects are only a dimension of spellout: high (mine pap), low (mi vader), or both high and low (mijn vader), while neither high nor low is excluded. Double spellout is only possible in variants without morphological m/f gender oppositions. These are the dialects without possessor truncation.
Apparently, the m/f opposition present in Limburgian, but absent in Standard Dutch, licenses chain reduction of the D-chain (high or low) in some way (24a1/2). In the absence of a m/f opposition (dialects with common gender), no chain reduction is allowed (24b). Nunes (2001) defines chain reduction of a movement chain as a way to comply to the linearization procedure as given in the Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA).
(25) Chain Reduction (Nunes 2001) a. Let γ be a nontrivial chain {x 1 , x 2 ...x n }. b. Delete the minimal number of elements of γ that suffices for γ to be mapped into a linear order in accordance with the LCA. Now, without going into the details of the LCA, it might be clear that if two copies x i and x i+1 in a movement operation (COPY+MERGE+DELETE) do not form a chain, chain reduction cannot apply. One instance of this situation is when the two copies are too close to each other, and hence ccommand each other. This is ruled out in standard movement, which fully participates in the three components, including DELETE. We then get the so-called anti-locality effect. However, from this very perspective, double spellout and reduplication can be seen as a consequence of precisely this local movement.
(26) Local movement at the phonological interface Double spellout and reduplication are consequences of too-local movement
Let us now speculate on the reasons why chain reduction is not activated in the case of dialects with m/f opposition. Let us assume that the m/f distinction comes about by a gender projection, GP, present in Limburgian but absent in Northern dialects. The presence of this GP might be the reason that a sufficient distance is created between D and the remerged copy of D in Limburgian. On the other hand, the absence of GP in Northern dialects might explain the block on chain reduction in Northern dialects. This sheds a first light on the possible mechanism that might be at stake. We realize that much work still has to be done in this new dimension of Dutch morphology, especially its relation with the masculine-feminine opposition. However, this first inventory has shown that formal linguistics might be a fruitful tool to handle this morphological dimension.
６
Conclusions
Many Dutch dialects display possessor truncation in kinship terms. Kinship terms have their referential role ("the article") generated low, i.e. in the lexical domain (nP). This referential role is moved to D to get scope over the entire noun phrase (remerged). The -n morpheme in mijn/(dijn)/ zijn in Dutch dialects can be identified as D. Possessor truncation is the low spellout of the referential role, which is sensitive to morphosyntactic features, such as gender, and nominal class, and therefore dialect dependent. It only occurs in the 3-gender area (Twente + Southern Dutch minus West Flemish). The presence of -th-(father) is a necessary condition for truncation, even though the morpheme might have been reduced to a glide under intervocalic lenition. Finally, possessor truncation is in decay, at least in the province of Limburg. It might be due to the decay of the th-morpheme and to the fact that deletion gets in its final stage where the intervocalic glide is not interpretable anymore as an underlying -d-. 3. There was no principled reason to limited ourselves to masculine nouns, apart form the fact that for the diachonic dimension we had to. 4. This is the picture that emerges on the basis of the MAND data (cf. data sheet) as well as native speaker judgements. Cf. https://hdl.handle.net/10744/8d7375da-3a7d-413f-aaef9fca0ed7b488 5. Maastricht, Roermond, Sittard, Stamproy, Venlo, Weert. 6. This will be elaborated in section 5. 7. I thank Marijke de Belder for discussion on this point. 8. Class or word markers are indicated with WM in the tree. WMP stands for word marker phrase. 9. Internal merge or remerge is the minimalist equivalent of syntactic movement. Schoorlemmer (2009:230) . We have added the agree relation between D and WM in Romance/West Flemish in (14a). 1 1. We assume decomposition of movement in the basic operations COPY+MERGE+DE-LETE. 12. An anonymous reviewer draws attention to the fact that the Italian kinship terms pappa, and mamma retain the article and are, hence, on a par with zoon and pap in Limburgian. 13. Schoorlemmer assumes the trigger is a semantic type mismatch. This is not the place to go into this in detail. 14. Roberts (2012) claims that the referential role is born low in general and is extracted from the NP domain (nP). 15. Conversely, the reanalysis that took place in Scandinavian, where d-is not part of D anymore, has consequences for the spellout of D in fader > far.
Taken from
Appendix 1 Datasheet: Part1
The appendix (datasheet) is also published on https://hdl.handle.net/10744/8d7375da-3a7d-413f-aaef-9fca0ed7b488 and on http://en.aup.nl/nl/tijdschriften/source-material-taal-en-tongval.html
Kinship effect in mijn mond versus mijn vader ('my mouth/father') in the MAND. r  G001b  0  G001b  G002p  nth  0  G002p  G006p  mim nt  0  G006p  G009p  nth  0  G009p  mif d r  G015p  nt  0  G015p  r  G015q  nt  0  G015q  G024p  nt  0  G024p  G030p  min m nt  0  G030p  G032b  mim nt  0  G032b  mif d  G036p  0  G036p  r  G037p  0  G037p  r  G039p  nth  0  G039p  G048p  0  G048p  G055p  mi m nt  0  G055p  G060a  0  G060a  G076p  mi m nt  0  G076p  G077p  nth  0  G077p  G081p  nt  0  G081p  G090a  min m 
Generalizations:
• There is a kinship effect in masculin nouns: kinship terms loss their possessive flection • The effect is limited to the 3-gender area language variants with m/f opposition have an inalienable effect with kinship terms
